
Eurosystem sessions
Community session – The future at your fingertips – the European market infrastructure 
of tomorrow
Monday, 26 September : 10:15 – 11:15, Conference room 5
The European market infrastructure landscape is transforming, and it’s transforming fast. Since 
announcing its vision for the future, the Eurosystem has been investigating concrete steps to 
turn it into a reality. Consolidating and enhancing market infrastructure, and creating a single 
interface for cash, securities and collateral is under consideration. This exciting endeavour 
calls for unity and collaboration between the public and private sectors. How can the needs of 
the market be met? How can we prepare for what’s to come? Will new technologies, such as 
distributed leger technology (DLT), be our ally or will the winds of change dissuade us from our 
course? 

Opening remarks: Yves Mersch, Executive Board Member, European Central Bank

Panel: Philip Brown, Co-CEO of Clearstream Banking 
            Antonio Massanell Lavilla, Deputy Chairman, Caixa Bank
            Udo Milkau, Head of Strategy and Market Development, Transaction Banking, DZ Bank
            Lieve Mostrey, Chief Technology and Services Officer, Euroclear 

Moderator: Marc Bayle de Jessé, Director General, European Central Bank

Eurosystem speakers in SWIFT sessions

The Single Market and the Capital Markets Union – European Commission’s view on the
role of financial market infrastructures banking 
Monday, 26 September: 15:30 – 16:30, Conference room CR3
Helmut Wacket, European Central Bank, will speak at this session that addresses where we
stand with creating a truly single market that stimulates competition and trade, improves
efficiency and helps reduce costs.

Payments interoperability across communities and currencies
Tuesday, 27 September: 10:15 – 11:15, Conference room CR2
Sylvain Debeaumont, European Central Bank, will speak at this session on real-time retail
payments. In a world of globalisation and increased speed, how are the operators positioning
themselves?

Towards a single platform for all payments…
Wednesday, 28 September: 9:00 – 10:00, Conference room CR3
Marc Bayle de Jessé, European Central Bank, will participate in this session that discusses
how best to move towards a single, multi-functional platform for all payments and how new
technologies and new market entrants can play a role.
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Eurosystem speakers in other sessions
Standards SATNAV: roadmaps through the global landscape
Monday, 26 September: 10:00 – 11:15, Conference room SF
Siegfried Vonderau, Deutsche Bundesbank, will speak in this session that will provide the 
audience with an overview of the future state of standards-related initiatives described in the 
previous session (Global landscape and standards roadmap). 

How to safely bank low-risk clients in high-risk jurisdictions: is it time to “re-risk”?
Monday, 26 September: 15:30 – 16:30, Conference room CR1
Jochen Metzger, Deutsche Bundesbank, will speak in this session that considers what global 
or community-driven strategies banks can adopt in order to safely bank legitimate customers 
in high-risk jurisdictions. The shifting sanctions landscape and its effects on the compliance 
dynamic will also be discussed.

From practice to performance – ISO 20022 implementation planning in securities 
initiatives
Wednesday, 28 September: 15:00 – 15:45, Conference room SF
Karen Birkel, European Central Bank and Siegfried Vonderau, Deutsche Bundesbank, will 
take part in this session that will provide the audience with information on current innovation 
initiatives in the securities industry, many of which use or plan to use ISO 20022 messaging as 
a key enabler (e.g. T2S, HKEX and VP Securities Denmark). MIFIR/MIFID2 and money market 
statistical reporting in the European markets will also be covered.

Behaviour and culture under the spotlight
Wednesday, 28 September: 15:30 – 16:30, Conference room CR1
Wijnand Nuijts, De Nederlandsche Bank, will join this session which explores what banks 
can and should be doing to help create positive cultures in their organisations. Experts from 
organisational and behavioural psychology backgrounds as well as financial practitioners will 
also participate in the session.. 

Contact:
MIPcommunication@ecb.europa.eu

More info on our initiatives and projects available at:
www.ecb.europa.eu/paym
www.t2s.eu
www.target2.eu
www.sepa.eu

Follow us on Twitter @T2SECB
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